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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be a Jordan curve, D its interior and E its exterior. For 1 < p < co, 
let Ln(D) denote the set of functionsfholomorphic in D and such that 
where A is the area (Lebesgue measure) of D. (If p = co, the last inequality 
is to be understood as supD IfI < cc). ForfE L”(D), set 
where rTT, is an arbitrary polynomial of degree at most n. The purpose of this 
note is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let 2 < p < co. A function f E LP(D) is the restriction to D of 
an entire function if and only if 
lim (EnP)lIn = 0. n-x 
In that case, f is ofJinite order p if and only if 
l$,s,up 
n log n 
- log E,P = ’ 
and, if p > 0, ofJinite type CT if and only if 
(1) 
(2) 
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where d is the transjinite diameter of C. In the case p = co, it is enough to 
assume that f is continuous on D. 
In the case p = 2 and D = {z : j z I < l}, this theorem was already 
proved by A.R. Reddy [6]. In the case p = cc a proof of the theorem was 
given by A.V. Batyrev [8]. For the sake of completeness and since it is short, 
we shall nevertheless include proof of this last case. This case is reminiscent 
of a classical result of S. Bernstein [I, p. 1131 on the approximation of con- 
tinuous functions on finite intervals, a result that was recently extended by 
R.S. Varga [7]. 
2. THE FABER SERIES 
Since an arbitrary Jordan curve can be approximated from the inside as 
well as from the outside by analytic Jordan curves (using Riemann’s mapping 
theorem, for example), since E,n(f; D) increases with D and since the trans- 
finite diamater is a continuous set function (see M. Fekete [5]), it is enough to 
prove the theorem for analytic Jordan curves. Similarly, iff is continuous in 
D and if lim,,, E,” = 0, then, by virtue of Morera’s theorem, f is holo- 
morphic in D. So letfbe holomorphic inside the analytic Jordan curve C. 
Let us recall a few facts about Faber polynomials. Let w = y(z) map E 
conformally onto {w : 1 UJ / > l} in such a way that I = co and that 
I’ > 0. For j z I sufficiently large, one has 
and since C is assumed to be analytic q~ is actually holomorphic on C also. 
The nth Faber polynomial F,(z) of C is the principal part at co of (v(z))“, so 
that 
F,(z) =$+ . . . . 
These polynomials where introduced by G. Faber who proved [4] that 
F,(z) - (v(z))” as n --f 03 
uniformly for z E E and that 
Any functionfholomorphic in D can be represented by its Faber series 
.f(z) = 2 a,F&) 
n=o 
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where 
and r < 1 is sufficiently close to 1 so that CJJ-~ is holomorphic and univalent 
in j w 1 > r, the series converging uniformly on compact subsets of D. We 
shall need the following result. 
LEMMA 1. The function f is the restriction to D of an entire function if and 
only if 
‘,+t (I a, I)‘/” = 0. (7) 
In that case, it is of$nite order p if and only if 
liyy 
n log n 
- log / a, / = ’ (8) 
and, if’ p > 0, of finite type (J if and only if 
The proof of this theorem is analogous the proof of the classical result for 
the Taylor coefficients of an entire function (see R. P. Boas [2, p. 91). 
Equation (7)‘is already contained in [4]. Let us sketch a proof of (8). Assuming 
f entire of finite order p, one can write 
with arbitrarely large R. Since, by (3) 
one has for all sufficiently large 1 u’ I that 
so that 
(d - e)I w I < I q’(w)I < Cd + c) I w I 
and that 
l,f(qyl(n,))l ,< e((d+r)1701)“+E 
[ a, / < R-ne((d+r)R)p+t 
640/28/r-4 
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for all R sufficiently large. To minimize the right member of this inequality, 
we select 
and obtain 
R =_ ---L (~--)l”ot” 
d + E p -1‘. E 
lim sup 
I7 log II 
n-t x. - log / a, 1 G p. 
On the other hand, if 
i a, I < J$.-“Jh tt1 
(here and in the sequel K is a number independent of n, not necessarily the 
same in each occurence), the formula (6) will hold for any z and, hence, 
IfW < K f /?-“‘(@+r) / F,(z)l. 
n=o 
Using (4), we get that 
I F&)I < K / yG)l” 
for all z E E and, using (3), that 
for all sufficiently large I z 1 . These inequalities imply that 
I,f(z)l >< K f ,T-“i(“t.) (&” 
n=O 
for all z with sufficiently large modulus. Since the largest term of the series 
Cn (~/fl~)~ is &J/e)@ and it occurs for n = (l/e) xllA, a standard argument 
shows that (10) implies 
If( < Ke ($&)““’ 
that is,fis of finite order at most p. 
3. THE CASE p = 2 
Consider the polynomials 
&(Z) = h,Z?” + ... (A, > 0) 
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defined through 
These polynomials were first considered by T. Carleman [3] who proved that 
P,(Z) - ( @ +T1) A yz y’(z)(yJ(z))” as /i-cc (11) 
uniformly for z E E. Any function f E L2(D) can be expanded in these poly- 
nomials 
where 
.f(z) = 2 b?lP&) 
TL=O 
(12) 
bn = f j-1 .ftz) P,(Z) & & 
D 
and the series converges uniformly on compact subsets of D. 
Parseval’s relation yields 
En2 = ($+, I b, lZ)l’a. 
We shall use the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 2. 
and, for any p > 0, 
lim sup $ (En2)~ln = lim sup $ ) b, lpjn. n+m n-z (13) 
Let us, for instance, prove (13). Since 
I bn+l I < En2 , 
the inequality 
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is trivial. On the other hand, if 
is finite, then 
so that 
for n L > 2cp(0 + E), say, and hence 
lim sup $ (E,2)P/1’ < CT. n+-, 
Let us now prove (2) in the casep = 2. We assure thatfis an entire function 
of order p :-:> 0 and type u. Using lemma 1, we obtain for its Faber coefficients 
the estjmate 
Now, taking into account the orthonormality of the polynomials ~~(2’). one 
has 
and hence 
Since, by (5) 
(14) 
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b,/GK f ( 
epdp(l + E)~ (u + c) klP 
kn+l k 1 
( K ep&( 1 + c>” (0 + ‘) “” . . ( II ! 
for all sufficiently large II and therefore 
by virtue of lemma 2. 
Conversely, suppose that (2) holds. By lemma 2, we will have 
1 b, j < K ( “p”‘“, + ‘)-)“” 
and th.e representation (12) will hold for all z. Since, we also have, by (1 I), 
that 
I P&I < K(n + lY2 i ~‘tz)l I d4l” 
for all z E E, that 
I FWI < K 
for all z E E (by (3)) and that, using (9), 
IZI 
! dz)i < d- E 
for all z with sufficiently large modulus, we will have for those values of z that 
Since t:he largest term of the series xn (eph/n)w/p x” is enxp and its value is 
attained for n = epA, inequality (15) implies that 
If(z)] < Ke(~+3t)(dl~l/(d-r))' 
9 
that is,fis of type at most U. 
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4. THE CASE p :,. 2 
In view of the inequalities 
E,” c-i EnI’ :< E,” for 2 <p .~ a, (l’5) 
it is sufficient to consider the case p = CQ. We shall content ourselves with 
proving, say, (1) in that case. Supposefis an entire function of finite order p. 
Then 
Since, by lemma 1, 
and since (14) holds, we obtain as above 
that is 
and 
E,” < K f k-W+t)(l + c)” 
k=n+l 
~ K f ( (ln’+“;‘+’ Jk’(.+.’ 
k=n+1 
~ K (1 + c)o+E n/(0+0 
- 
( n ) 
I2 log n 
- log En” G [n/(p + c)] log n “‘Z& - n log(1 + E> 
li%+Fp 
n log n 
- log En” G ‘* 
In view of inequalities (16) and the fact that (1) holds for p = 2, this last in- 
equality actually is an equality. Finally, assuming (1) withy = 00, we deduce 
from (16) that (I) will hold forp = 2 and hence thatfis of finite order p. 
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